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Carrollton, TX -- (ReleaseWire) -- 03/09/2015 -- Shreveport, LA Vonco Medical a leading
provider of new and quality pre-owned and refurbished physical therapy, rehabilitation
and medical equipment sales and support and Biodex recently partnered to provide
Gamble Guest Care in Shreveport, LA with a 2 day continuing education course in which
professionals from both Vonco and Biodex as well as an expert occupational therapist
were ﬂown in to oversee the training. More than 50 physical therapist attended the
event which unveiled a major upgrade to Gamble Guest Care's rehabilitation facilities
to the latest in Biodex Balance and rehabilitation products.
The two day session covered the included product demonstrations and information
about the Biodex Balance System, Biodex Gait Trainer and the Biodex Unweighing
systems.
Tyler Oglesby, sales manager for Vonco Medical stated "It is amazing to see the
commitment that organizations such as Gamble Guest Care have when it comes to
providing their residents with the latest in physical medicine and rehabilitation
equipment. Combined with training and support from our team at Vonco Medical and
Biodex, we are proud to say that each individual resident's needs will be more than met
at Gamble."
About Vonco Medical
Vonco Medical was founded by Steve, Spence and Stan Von Strohe in 1990. The Vonco
sales team has combined over 100 years sales experience combined with reps
nationwide. Vonco's philosophy is that customers should be treated more like family
than numbers in a sales ledger. This may be the reason more than 7,500 rehabilitation
facilities nationwide call themselves "satisﬁed customers".
"The Vonco Advantage" Along with sales and product consulting; Vonco goes the extra
mile and prides itself on installations. We setup, install, and assemble equipment on
site, provide training and marketing material after the initial sale.
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